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Electron Cyclotron (EC) assisted plasma breakdown is foreseen in ITER to facilitate plasma

startup and burn-through, and it is also operated and investigated in present day machines. The

physics involved is quite complex and we focus here only on the very first stage of the process,

i.e., on the collisionless interaction of a single electron at room temperature in a given uniform

magnetic field flying within the localized EC beam. In this stage, the very low energy electrons

can be trapped in the e.m. wave field [1] in a time scale much shorter than the collisional

one for EC power and beams of relevance in the experiments. The theoretical investigation of

the particle motion can be conveniently performed using a Hamiltonian formalism in the non

linear adiabatic regime of the wave interaction. Following the approach and results in [1–4],

a 2D Hamiltonian function H(θ , I,z, P̄z) is derived which governs the equations of motion on

a given cyclotron harmonics n. Motion along the magnetic field (i.e., z) and wave trapping

are described making use of the constancy of the Hamiltonian function and of the adiabatic

invariant J(z, P̄z) = 1/2π
∫

dθ I in the different stages of the motion, i.e., before trapping, in

the trapping phase and after trapping. Crossing the EC beam, a particle can either recover its

initial energy or gain a finite amount that, at dominant order, depends only on the ratio ω/nΩ

between the wave and the cyclotron frequency, and on N|| while it is independent of the e.m.

field provided that trapping occurs. The EC wave amplitude and polarization, and the harmonic

number enter the threshold value for trapping to occur, and, consequently, the maximum energy

gain achieved by the single electron. This nonlinear adiabatic model allows to identify the basic

mechanism of the interaction. The results are in excellent agreement with simulations of single

particle motion. Simple scalings are obtained as a function of the wave frequency, harmonics

and polarization and EC power and beam width. It is confirmed that electrons can easily gain

energies well above the ionization energy in most conditions, as observed in experiments.
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